Chapter 2
Revelation 2:1 Unto the ANGEL {leadership} of the church of
Ephesus write; These things saith HE {seventh plagued angel} that
holdeth the SEVEN STARS {the seven stars represent visions
written on seven angels with trumpets on a book/scroll. On these
seven stars/lights are recorded the events that took place during the
time when the seven churches in Asia minor existed} in his RIGHT
HAND {the right hand is representing the first witness' written
visions}, who walketh in the midst of the SEVEN GOLDEN
CANDLESTICKS {gold represents the spiritual moon’s silvery
light/first witness’ visions mixing with the spiritual sun’s copperylight/last witness’ visions/lights on seven parts/seven candlesticks of
a book's/scroll's seventh seal. Each of seven stars is the light upon
each of the seven candlesticks};
In Revelation 2:1, the seventh plagued angel holds the seven
stars/lights in its right hand. Accordingly, these seven stars/lights are
written on the seventh plagued angel, who represents the last small
part of the scroll of life. Hence, the seventh plagued angel with the
seven stars/lights walks among the seven golden candlesticks when
the seventh plagued angel is revealing them. Each of these seven
stars is the light upon each of the seven golden candlesticks. Each
star/light represents the visions written on each of seven angels with
trumpets. These seven angels with trumpets represent seven parts of
a scroll's seventh part. On these particular seven parts is written the
events that took place during the time when the seven churches of
Asia Minor existed. The first star/light (vision) in the seventh
plagued angel's right hand reveals the leadership (angel) of the
church (candlestick) in Ephesus. This written vision had recorded the
things that existed and events that happened around the year 90 A.D.
concerning the established church in Ephesus of Asia Minor. The

meaning of the name Ephesus is reflected in the counsel that the
seventh plagued angel gave in Revelation 2:1-7.
*******
Revelation 2:2 I {seventh plagued angel} know thy works, and thy
labour, and thy patience, and how thou canst not bear them which
are evil: and thou hast tried them which say they are apostles, and
are not, and hast found them liars:
The seventh plagued angel knows the works of the leadership of the
church of Ephesus. The leadership's works of labor in promoting
Yahshua's message and patience in waiting for the return of
Yahshua/Jesus. Also the leadership had the works of not tolerating
evil people among their congregation. Also the leader of Ephesus'
Christian church was not fooled by people that claimed to be
messengers/apostles of God but were not. When the
messages/doctrines of false apostles were tested by the leadership of
the church of Ephesus, the leader proved that their message was a
lie.
*******
Revelation 2:3 And hast borne, and hast patience, and for my
name's sake hast laboured, and hast not fainted.
The leadership of Ephesus stood firm and had patience, while
laboring for the name and cause of Yahshua/Jesus without giving up.
*******
Revelation 2:4 Nevertheless I have somewhat against thee,
because thou hast left thy FIRST LOVE {the first love refers to the
love of receiving a new message from a true apostle}.
The leadership of the church of Ephesus had lost his first love of
believing in a new present truth from a true living apostle. In every
generation, the two witnesses' (Michael's and Gabriel's) living
messenger reveals a new present truth and gathers apostles. These

living apostles then reveal new present truth to the churches that
were established by the old message given by former apostles of a
former deceased messenger.
*******
Revelation 2:5 Remember therefore from whence THOU {leader of
the church of Ephesus} art FALLEN {not saved}, and repent, and
do the FIRST WORKS {of loving to believe a new message from a
living apostle}; or else I {seventh plagued angel} will come unto
thee quickly, and will remove thy CANDLESTICK {remove their
church/candlestick from being written as a true church that believes
the latest truth written in the seven angels' visions} out of his
PLACE {the place in a scroll where visions and oracles were written
concerning the leadership and church of Ephesus' attitude to the
message that John the Apostle sent them in the Book of Revelation},
except thou repent.
*******
Revelation 2:6 But this thou hast, that thou hatest the DEEDS {the
deeds of performing Moses' sacrificial laws} of the Nicolaitans,
which I also hate.
The leadership of Ephesus was counseled to remember how they
were once fallen (lost) before they received the then new truth
pertaining to old Yahshua’s/Jesus’ salvation from a true living
apostle. In other words, unless the leadership of Ephesus repent from
rejecting every new message as false, the leadership will have
certainly rejected the new message of present truth in the Book of
Revelation sent to them by the Apostle John. Around 90 A.D. the
Apostle John sent the leadership of Ephesus the new message
written in the Book of Revelation. Unless the leader accepted the
written counsel of the new message spoken by the last witness in the
Book of Revelation, the leader and his church in Ephesus will have
been lost. Thereby causing the whole church (candlestick) of

Ephesus and its leadership (angel/light) to be removed from being
written as a true leadership and church in a scroll that recorded in
visions and oracles all things that existed and happened during the
time when the seven churches of Asia Minor existed. The
leadership's and church's works were of bearing and laboring for the
cause of Yahshua/Jesus and patiently waiting for the return of Jesus.
However, if the leadership and church failed the test of being true
believers by accepting the then present new truth written in the Book
of Revelation by the Apostle John, they are not saved even though
they believe they are saved by Yahshua/Jesus.
Ephesus’ leadership hated the deeds of the Nicolaitans. These deeds
referred to Moses’ sacrificial rituals (see Revelation 2:14, 15), which
some people of Judea still performed and promoted. From the time
old Babylon destroyed the temple in rebellious Jerusalem, Elohiym
(seventh plagued angel) hated sacrificial rituals. Though from the
days of old Moses, the Israelites were commanded by Elohiym
(seventh plagued angel) to perform them.
*******
Revelation 2:7 He {any person} that hath an ear, let him hear what
the Spirit {memory of the seventh plagued angel speaking with the
voice of the last witness/Gabriel} saith unto the churches; To him
that OVERCOMETH {overcomes his or her old beliefs and believes
present new truth for their generation} will I {seventh plagued angel
speaking as the last witness'/Gabriel's messenger} give to EAT
{partake} of the TREE OF LIFE {eternal life}, which is in the
midst of the PARADISE {new Jerusalem} of God {all things
recreated in every generation by the seventh plagued angel is
according to what the first witness/Michael and last witness/Gabriel
saw and wrote on the two sides/two witnesses of each scroll}.
A person who wants to be living for ever in a new body in the garden
of Eden of the new Earth needs to hear what the last witness

(Gabriel) said with the voice of a former messenger{Yahshua/Jesus}
to the seven churches in Asia minor, as recorded on a scroll and on
the seventh plagued angel. These sayings to the seven churches
reveal the attitude that is needed to be saved, even when you think
you are saved.
Every person of every generation that overcame their old beliefs and
believed and remained faithful to the then present truth of a true
living messenger will resurrect at the time the impacted star opens
the super volcano in the USA to thereafter partake of the tree of life.
All the dead believers of all generations will then spiritually eat
(partake) of the scroll of life's visions and oracles pertaining to a new
Earth. They will resurrect in the last generation, gather a great
multitude, and then enter the intense white light (ensign) emanating
from new Jerusalem in the fallen USA with the living redeemed of
the last generation.
All the apostles of all generations who overcame their old beliefs by
believing the new message of a living messenger total 12,000
(12,000 being the first group of redeemed). All the disciples (second
group of redeemed) of every generation who will have overcame
their old beliefs by believing a new message from a true living
apostle total 144,000. At the time when the impacted star causes the
super volcano to erupt smoke and ash in the USA, these apostles
(representing new Jerusalem's foundations) and disciples
(representing new Jerusalem's walls) will then represent new
Jerusalem, in which is the tree of life. From the time the impacted
star opens the bottomless pit (super volcano), the apostles and
disciples will place (spiritually eat) all the scroll of life's visions and
oracles on the front (forehead) of their mind, just as the tree of life
will be within new Jerusalem. Then they will be ready to proclaim
the everlasting gospel to all nations during the time when the
impacted star caused the super volcano to erupt with smoke and ash
in the fallen USA. A great multitude (third group of redeemed) of

latter day people will believe the everlasting gospel and enter the
fiery ensign of new Jerusalem with the first group and second group
of redeemed to eat the fruit (visions and oracles) of the tree of life
(equated with the scroll of life) and live forever in the new Earth.
*******
Revelation 2:8 And unto the ANGEL {leadership} of the church in
Smyrna write; These things saith the FIRST {the first small part on
each side of the scroll of life} and the LAST {the last small part on
each side of the scroll of life}, which was DEAD {two witnesses'
predictions will have been lying dead/totally rejected at the end of
the 2300-day period during the latter day sign of Jonah}, and is
ALIVE {the two witnesses' written predictions/visions and oracles
revive to be forever be alive 3½ days after the 2300-day period when
an impacted star caused the super volcano to erupt with smoke and
ash in the USA};
The seventh plagued angel is revealing what the two witnesses said
to the church of Smyrna with the voice of the last witness. The
meaning of the name Smyrna is reflected in the counsel that the
seventh plagued angel is giving to the church of Smyrna in
Revelation 2:8-11. However, the counsel to Smyrna is directed to
any person that has an ear to hear the counsel. In Revelation 2:8, the
seventh plagued angel says that it is the scroll of life's first small part
written on the scroll of life's first side. This first small part mixes
with the last small part of the scroll of life's last side The seventh
plagued angel says that it is also the scroll of life's last small part
written on the scroll of life's last side. This last small part mixes with
the first small part of the scroll of life's first side. These visions and
oracles will be dead at the end of the 2300-day period during the 3½
days of the sign of Jonah. However, they will have revived to life
forever more 3½ days later when the super volcano erupts with

smoke and ash in the USA.
*******
Revelation 11:7 And when THEY {two written witnesses of the
scroll of life} shall have FINISHED {at the end of 1260 days}
their TESTIMONY {to the USA and nations of Christendom
concerning a star impacting the USA and opening the super
volcano}, the {lamb-like} BEAST {kingdom/USA} that ascendeth
out of the bottomless pit shall make WAR against THEM {two
witnesses' written visions and oracles that prophesy of a star
impacting the USA and opening the bottomless pit/super volcano},
and shall overcome them, and KILL {totally reject} them.
*******
Revelation 11:11 And after THREE DAYS AND AN HALF {of the
sign of Jonah} the spirit of life from God {according to the visions
and oracles written on the seventh plagued angel that is already
reigning over the dissolved kingdom of latter day Babylon} entered
into THEM {being two witnesses' written visions and oracles
concerning the fall of latter day Babylon when a super volcano
erupts smoke and ash}, and THEY STOOD {resurrected and lived
forever more} upon their feet; and great fear fell upon them
WHICH SAW THEM {two witnesses' visions and oracles being
fulfilled when the super volcano erupts smoke and ash in the USA}.
*******
Revelation 2:9 I {seventh plagued angel} know THY {leadership of
the church of Smyrna} works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but
thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them which say they
are Jews {in our day referring to spiritual Jews/Christians}, and are
not, but are the synagogue {church/temple} of Satan
{Satan/adversary against present new truth revealed by a living
messenger to his apostles and disciples}.

In Revelation 2:9 the seventh plagued angel is revealing what the
two witnesses had said in 90 A.D. concerning the works of the
leadership of Smyrna. After old Jerusalem’s fall around 70 A.D., the
Judean people were scattered abroad. Many of these Judeans (Jews)
still held onto and promoted the old precepts of Moses. These old
laws and truths blasphemed against the then new present truth of
Yahshua/Jesus and especially the Apostle Paul’s teachings, which
these teachings of Paul were promoted by the church of Smyrna.
Accordingly, the Judeans, that dwelt in the city of Smyrna, were as
the synagogue of Satan because the customary beliefs they held onto
and promoted were adversaries (Satans) to the Christian precepts
that established the Christian church in the city of Smyrna. In our
day, the spiritual Jews refer to the Christians, whose churches
promote the old customary beliefs pertaining to old Jesus/Yahshua,
making them adversaries against the latter day living messenger's
new message.
*******
Revelation 2:10 Fear none of those things which thou shalt suffer:
behold, the DEVIL {referring to traits in people who tempt/devil the
faith of true believers} shall cast SOME {the ones who believed the
two witnesses' then new message revealed by the Apostle John's new
message} of you into prison, that ye may be tried
{tried/tempted/deviled to forsake the present truth}; and ye shall
have tribulation ten days: be thou faithful unto death, and I
{seventh plagued angel speaking with the voice of the last witness'
messenger} will give THEE {at the latter day resurrection} a
CROWN {a spiritual crown to reign with the scroll of life's fulfilled
written visions and oracles when the impacted star causes the super
volcano to erupt with smoke and ash and bring an end to the reign of
latter day Babylon's kingdom} OF LIFE .
The seventh plagued angel reveals what the last witness had said

with the voice of Yahshua/Jesus concerning some of the church
members of Smyrna who would be cast into prison by the devil
(being a trait of non-believers who tempted/deviled the faith of
believers). In those days, tribulation lasted usually 10 days in prison
before being put to death for remaining faithful to the then new
present truth of the two witnesses, as proclaimed by the Apostle John
and his apostles. All people of all generations that remained faithful
to the present truth till death will receive a crown of life when the
latter day resurrection is fulfilled. The faithful martyrs and all
faithful believers of living messengers of all past generations will be
resurrected at the time when the impacted star in the USA opens the
super volcano. At that time, the redeemed of all generations will
receive a reigning crown of everlasting life during the time when the
scroll of life's visions and oracles are reigning over the fallen
kingdom of latter day Babylon.
From the time the impacted star has opened the super volcano in the
USA, people may be imprisoned and martyred when they are
laboring to gather the great multitude of all nations. However, they
will be resurrected to appear in the judgment (see Revelation 14:6,
13). These martyrs of the 144,000 are represented by the 24 elders in
Revelation 4:4. The elders are seen during the judgment wearing
their reigning crowns of life over the dissolved kingdom of latter day
Babylon.
Revelation 14:6 And I saw another ANGEL {representing the first
message that is proclaimed by the first group of redeemed and
144,000 after the impacted star opens the super volcano} FLY {as
beams of the spiritual moon’s light/first witness’ vision and beams of
the spiritual sun’s light/last witness’ vision} in the midst of heaven
{sky}, having the EVERLASTING {from the everlasting scroll of
life} GOSPEL {pertaining to the good news gospel of salvation from
the impacted star’s plagues} to PREACH unto them that dwell on the
EARTH {the USA will have already rejected this new gospel before

the star’s impact}, and to EVERY NATION, and KINDRED, and
TONGUE, and PEOPLE {from where the great multitude of all
nations will be converted during the time when smoke and ash are
issuing from the opened super volcano}.
Revelation 14:13 And I heard a voice from heaven saying unto me,
WRITE {the Apostle John was physically living on Patmos writing
the Book of Revelation’s visions and oracles as he saw and heard
while in the spirit}, BLESSED are the DEAD which DIE {as a
faithful believer} in the LORD {latter day messenger's message}
from HENCEFORTH {in the time when smoke and ash are issuing
from the super volcano in the USA}: Yea, SAITH THE SPIRIT
{seventh plagued angel revealing the memory/spirit of the two
witnesses}, that they MAY REST {from the burden of gathering the
great multitude} from their LABOURS; and their WORKS {of
believing, supporting, and promoting the new saving truth/gospel}
do FOLLOW THEM {the dead believers are not forgotten while they
rest to be resurrected}.
Daniel 7:10 A fiery stream issued and came forth from before HIM
{seventh plagued angel}: thousand thousands ministered unto him,
and ten thousand times ten thousand stood before him: THE
JUDGMENT WAS SET {when the world will have ended and
dissolved in an overflowing lake of lava}, and the BOOKS {each of
these books/scrolls illustrates part of the memory of Michael and
Gabriel. On the first side of each scroll Michael wrote the things that
existed and were happening in each generation, while on the last side
of each scroll Gabriel wrote the things that existed and were
happening in each generation} were OPENED {the first scroll is
opened at the beginning of the 1,100 years of the judgment when this
old world is covered in lava. Near the end of the 1,100 years of the
judgment, the seventh plagued angel reveals what happened from the
beginning of the judgment when the first scroll and all other scrolls
were opened consecutively}.

Revelation 20:12 And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before
God {seventh plagued angel}; and the BOOKS {each book/scroll
represents each part of Michael's and Gabriel's memory that had
recorded the events in every past generation} were opened: and
another book was opened, which is the BOOK {scroll} OF LIFE
{which represents a part of Michael's and Gabriel's memory that will
have recorded the things that existed and happened from the time the
Daily new truth dawned from beneath the first seal of the scroll of
life through the end of the 1,100 years of the judgment}: and the
DEAD {pertaining to all the non-believers/people that died in this
last generation from the time the super volcano was opened} were
judged out of those things which were written in the books {scrolls},
according to their WORKS {whether they were non believers or
rejected present truth or believed and remained faithful to present
truth revealed by a living messenger}.
*******
Revelation 2:11 He that hath an EAR {to listen}, let him hear what
the Spirit {spirit/mind of the two witnesses revealed by the seventh
plagued angel} saith unto the CHURCHES; He that
OVERCOMETH {overcame his or her old beliefs and accepted new
present truth} shall not be hurt of the SECOND DEATH {the
second death is an exact replay of the first death that is replayed
when the scroll of life's visions and oracles are being revealed during
the judgment}.
A person overcomes their old beliefs and attachments to this world
by accepting a new present truth message from a true living
messenger or his living apostles. These people will not be hurt of the
first death where the nations end up in an overflowing lake of lava.
This first death where the rebellious end up in a lake of lava is where
rebellious nations end up when they fail to overcome the ways of

this world.
All the redeemed of all generations will have overcome their old
beliefs and resurrected at the time the star impacts the USA and
causes the super volcano to erupt with smoke and ash for five
months. After these five months, the mouth of the super volcano will
be full of a lake of fire. The redeemed of all generations will travel
to the light radiating around the lifted-up super volcano to enter the
light around it. The immense super volcano in the fallen USA is
equated with the spiritual temple within new Jerusalem. All the
rebellious nations and their people will have chosen to remain
outside new Jerusalem (equated with the huge fiery
whirlwind/tornado) to be consumed in the first death by the
overflowing lake of lava from the super volcano's mouth. During the
judgment when the scroll of life's vision that recorded the
overflowing lake of lava is reviewed, the replay of flowing lava that
covers the world is then referred to as the second death, which is an
exact replay of the first death.
*******
Revelation 2:12 And to the ANGEL {messenger/leadership} of the
church in Pergamos write; These things saith HE {seventh plagued
angel} which hath the SHARP SWORD {the one sword is equated
with the seventh plagued angel} with TWO EDGES {first small part
and last small part of the scroll of life};
The seventh plagued angel speaks with the voice of Yahshua/Jesus.
Yahshua's voice is of the scroll that recorded the things that existed
and happened during the seven churches of Asia Minor. The seventh
plagued angel is equated with the sword. The sword has two edges,
just as the seventh plagued angel is the first small part and last small
part of the scroll of life. Written on the seventh plagued angel are all
the scrolls, on which Michael and Gabriel recorded the things that
existed and happened in every generation. These two witnesses will

have seen (visions) and heard (oracles) of things that existed and
happened in each generation of the world. Hence their memory of all
things that happened in every generation is equated with the visions
and oracles written in books/scrolls, that were revealed during the
judgment period and recorded on the seventh plagued angel.
*******
Revelation 2:13 I {seventh plagued angel} know THY {Pergamos'}
works, and where thou dwellest, even where Satan's {in our day,
the USA's vision for the world is the greatest adversary/Satan against
the two witnesses' visions of what they have already seen happen
concerning the world's future} SEAT IS {the USA's capital/seat
from where its leadership promotes its ideals that it envisions for the
world's future contrary to the two witnesses' visions and oracles}:
and thou holdest fast MY name {Yahshua/Jesus}, and hast not
denied my faith, even in those days wherein Antipas was my
faithful martyr, who was slain among you, where Satan {Satan
refers to an adversarial trait that is exercised by present rulers against
the two witnesses' predictions revealed by a living messenger and his
apostles in each generation} dwelleth.
The seventh plagued angel speaking with the voice of Yahshua/Jesus
knows the works of the church of Pergamos (the meaning of its
name is reflected in the counsel to Pergamos). The rulers (seat) of
the city of Pergamos were an adversary (Satan) against the Christian
church of Pergamos. The leadership (messenger/angel) and members
of the church of Pergamos did not deny the name of the last witness'
messenger Yahshua/Jesus and remained loyal to the faith they had.
One member called Antipas was martyred when the leadership in the
ruling seat of the city of Pergamos became an adversary (Satan) and
slew him.
In our day, the leadership in the USA’s capital (seat) is the adversary
(Satan) against the two witnesses' visions and oracles on the scroll of

life, which predict with certainty the USA's and world's end. This
seat (rulers in the USA's capital) will be darkened by smoke and ash
erupting from a huge opened super volcano in the USA (see
Revelation 16:10; 9:2).
Revelation 16:10 And the fifth angel poured out his vial upon the
SEAT {USA’s ruling capital} of the BEAST {beast/kingdom of latter
day Babylon/union of nations}; and his kingdom was full of
DARKNESS {because of the smoke and ash that will be erupting
from the huge super volcano, part of which is beneath Yellowstone
National Park}; and they gnawed their tongues for PAIN {hunger
pains},
Revelation 9:2 And HE {impacted star} OPENED {with his
key/impact/earthquake} the BOTTOMLESS PIT {super volcano};
and there arose a SMOKE out of the pit, as the smoke of a great
furnace; and the SUN and the AIR were DARKENED {over the
USA} by reason of the smoke of the pit.
In the latter days, it is the USA’s ruling capital that is an adversary
(Satan) to nations and anyone that refuses to accept the USA's ideals
that it envisions for the world's future. Also, the USA’s leadership
(false prophet) is an adversary against those that hold fast to the
latter day messenger's message. His message reveals what the two
witnesses have already seen concerning the impacted star that opens
the bottomless pit and destroys the USA (see Revelation 13:7; 13:12;
Daniel 7:25).
Revelation 13:7 And it was given unto HIM {lamb-like
beast/USA/false prophet} to make WAR {with the two witnesses’
written predictions concerning the USA's destruction, as proclaimed
by the latter day saints} with the SAINTS {these saints of the
spiritual temple are the first latter day group of spiritual priests and
second latter day group of elders that overcame the hour of
temptation by believing the latter day messenger's message}, and to

overcome them: and power was given HIM {false prophet/USA}
over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations.
Daniel 7:25 And HE {false prophet/USA's leadership} shall speak
GREAT WORDS {great/big ideas that it envisions for the world's
future} AGAINST {as an adversary/Satan} the MOST HIGH {being
the most high seventh plagued angel that has already sat and reigned
on the high and lifted-up lava erupting super volcano, which will
happen again in the present replay}, and shall wear out the SAINTS
{believers} of the MOST HIGH {the most high seventh plagued
angel reigning on the great white throne of light on the high and
lifted-up lava erupting super volcano that filled the world with
flowing lava}, and think to change TIMES {change the time we live
in that will be hit by a star/meteor and open the super volcano in the
USA, just as it had already happened in a previous replay of events}
and LAWS {the written laws of visions and oracles that the two
witnesses wrote concerning things that they have already seen
happen}: and THEY {believers of the latter day messenger's
message} shall be GIVEN into his HAND {to live under the rule of
latter day Babylon} until a time and times and the dividing of time
{after these remaining 1260 days of the 2300-day period, the star
will impact the USA}.
*******
Revelation 2:14 But I {seventh plagued angel speaking with the
voice of Yahshua/Jesus} have a few things against THEE
{leadership of the church of Pergamos}, because thou hast there
them that hold the doctrine of Balaam, who taught Balac to cast a
stumbling block before the children of Israel, to eat things
sacrificed unto idols, and to commit fornication.
*******
Revelation 2:15 So hast thou also them that hold the doctrine of
the Nicolaitans, which thing I hate.

In the past type, Balaam was hired by Balac, king of Moab, to curse
Israel and cause them to commit fornication during Israel's journey
to the Promised Land of Canaan. The leadership of the church of
Pergamos allowed certain people to remain in the church that still
believed and practiced their old beliefs which they mixed with the
new belief in Yahshua and salvation. The people who incorporated
these old beliefs with the then new truth, which Yahshua's apostles
and disciples taught to establish the seven churches in Asia Minor,
were as fornicators. Accordingly, these fornicators were spiritually
eating things (beliefs) that were of old Moses' laws and rituals that
they idolized.
In our day, when a person accepts the latter day messenger's new
message, if this person should still hold onto old beliefs – even
though their old beliefs are of the commandments of old Moses, or
of old Yahshua/Jesus, or of his apostles, or of writings of other
messengers/prophets – they will be spiritually committing
fornication and eating things sacrificed to idols (idols of past
messages of prophets/messiahs). The 144,000 will have no guile (old
beliefs) in their mouth when the star impacts the USA (see
Revelation 14:5). They are spiritual virgins (refraining from
engaging with the figurative harlots in Revelation 17:5) after they
have fully understood and totally accepted the two witnesses'
predictions.
Revelation 14:5 And in their mouth was found no GUILE {no
guile/error when the 144,000 speak of the everlasting gospel from
the time the impacted star has opened the super volcano in the
USA}: for they are without fault before the THRONE {representing
the reigning seventh plagued angel's visions sitting upon the intense
white light emanating from the lava erupting super volcano's mouth
over the fallen kingdom of latter day Babylon} of God {God/seventh
plagued angel}.

Revelation 17:5 And upon HER {ruling seat in the USA's capital}
FOREHEAD {way of thinking} was a name written, MYSTERY,
BABYLON {confusion} THE GREAT, THE MOTHER {ruling
capital} OF HARLOTS {cities} AND ABOMINATIONS {of
continuing her fornicating, business as usual, according to what she
envisions for the world's future} OF THE EARTH {Earth/land}.
*******
Revelation 2:16 Repent; or else I {seventh plagued angel} will
come unto THEE {messenger/leadership of the church of
Pergamos} QUICKLY {when near the end of the judgment the
seventh plagued angel quickly reviews the time of the world ending
in an overflowing lake of lava and the judgment}, and will fight
against them with the SWORD {of destruction} of MY {seventh
plagued angel's} MOUTH {representing the super volcano's mouth,
as spoken from the first small part and last small part of the scroll of
life}.
All people from every generation will resurrect and be of good
health at the time the super volcano's mouth erupts smoke and ash.
They will then have the opportunity to accept the everlasting gospel
during the five months of erupting smoke and ash. All people that
failed to overcome will receive of the plagues that issue from the
mouth of the lava erupting super volcano, which is equated with the
seventh plagued angel's mouth. Since the event of erupting lava is
revealed by the first small part (first edge of sword) and last small
part (last edge of sword) of the scroll of life near the end of the
judgment, it means the event of flowing lava is shown quickly
fighting against the nations of non believers that rejected the
everlasting gospel.
*******
Revelation 2:17 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit
{mind of the seventh plagued angel} saith unto the churches; To

him that OVERCOMETH {their old beliefs} will I {seventh
plagued angel} give to EAT {understand} of the HIDDEN MANNA
{representing the hidden meanings of the seven lights/visions and
seven thunders/oracles of the seventh angel with trumpet}, and will
give him a WHITE STONE {representing the little book/little scroll
that is equated with white bread, that resembles a white stone, made
with spiritual grains of manna}, and in the STONE {this stone
represents a little scroll containing written visions and oracles of the
seventh angel with trumpet} a NEW NAME {of the latter day living
messenger} WRITTEN {on the scroll of life}, which no man
knoweth saving he that receiveth IT {the person that
believes/spiritually eats of the hidden manna baked into spiritual
white bread that resembles a white stone will know the new name of
the latter day living messenger}.
The spirit represents the mind of the seventh plagued angel. The
seventh plagued angel speaks of what is written concerning the two
witnesses' visions and oracles on the first small part and last small
part of the scroll of life's first side. The seventh plagued angel's mind
is speaking to the seven churches of Asia Minor from the scroll that
recorded the time the seven churches in Asia minor existed. The
seventh plagued angel speaks to the leadership of the church of
Pergamos and to anyone who has an ear to hear.
The seventh plagued angel reveals that the two witnesses said that all
who overcome their old beliefs will be able to partake of the hidden
manna. As the Israelites were fed with manna during their wilderness
journeys to the Promised Land, so the people of all generations that
believe the present truth message without mixing (spiritually
fornicating) their old beliefs with their new belief in present truth
will rise from death to everlasting life at the resurrection. This
resurrection happens when the star's impact causes the super volcano
to erupt with smoke and ash in the USA. After the overcomers of all

generations have resurrected in the last generation, they will
spiritually eat {understand) the hidden manna of the seventh angel
with trumpet, that is written on the scroll of life. From that time, they
will have a new name written on the front (foreheads) of their minds,
which is the name of the latter day messenger.
On each side of the scroll of life is written the seventh angel with
trumpet. Seven lights (visions) and seven thunders (oracles) of the
seventh angel with trumpet pertain to things which Michael and
Gabriel saw and heard happen. These visions and oracles are likened
to spiritual manna made into spiritual unleavened bread (that
resembles a white stone). The white stone represents the revealed
seven lights/visions and seven thunders/oracles of the seventh angel
with trumpet. The latter day messenger is the only one that truly
reveals the written visions (grains of manna) so they can be
understood. When a person believes the latter day messenger's
interpretation of these visions and oracles, it is as if they ate of the
hidden manna baked into bread that resembles a white stone, see
Revelation 10:10.
Revelation 10:10 And I {Apostle John} took the LITTLE BOOK
{little scroll containing seven visions and seven thunders of the
seventh angel with trumpet} out of the angel's HAND {hand of the
sixth angel with trumpet as it was ending and revealing the
beginning of the seventh angel with trumpet}, and ATE IT UP {as
spiritual hidden manna baked into unleavened bread/revealed visions
and oracles}; and it was in my mouth SWEET AS HONEY {referring
to the joy/sweetness of knowing the new Daily truth}: and as soon
as I had eaten it, my BELLY WAS BITTER {equated with the feeling
of being rejected and ridiculed by loved ones, relatives, friends, and
associates because of your new belief in the seventh angel’s revealed
seven visions and seven thunders}.
The written words concerning the seven visions and seven thunders

of the seventh angel with trumpet in Revelation 10:4 are as hidden
(concealed) manna in the golden pot hidden within the golden ark of
the covenant until the latter day messenger reveals the written
visions and oracles. The true interpretation of the seven written
visions and seven thunders of the seventh angel with trumpet (which
repeat the visions and oracles of seven angels with trumpets in
Revelation 8:2) is likened to taking grains of manna (equated with
the unrevealed written words of the two arch angels/two witnesses)
from the golden pot hidden in the Ark of the Covenant and baking
them into unleavened bread (equated with revealing the visions and
oracles) that resembles a white stone.
Revelation 10:4 And when the SEVEN THUNDERS {these seven
thunders sounded at the ending of the sixth angel with trumpet while
revealing the dawning of the seventh angel with trumpet} had
uttered their voices, I was about to write: and I heard a voice from
heaven saying unto me, SEAL UP {as sealed/hidden manna} those
things which the SEVEN THUNDERS {that repeat the same
predictions that are written by seven angels with trumpets} uttered,
and write them not.
Revelation 8:2 And I {Apostle John} saw the SEVEN ANGELS
{these seven angels with trumpets represent seven parts of the scroll
of life’s seventh part/seventh seal. On these seven parts are written
visions and oracles} which stood before God {seventh plagued
angel}; and to them were given SEVEN TRUMPETS {these seven
trumpets represent written oracles/thunders on these seven angels
with trumpets. The seven trumpets are repeated by the seventh
angel’s trumpet that sounds as seven thunders}.
Isaiah 61:1 The SPIRIT {mind} of the Lord GOD {seventh plagued
angel} is upon ME {the latter day messenger}; because the LORD
{according to the visions and oracles written by the two witnesses}
hath ANOINTED ME {anointed the latter day messenger to be a

bright light of new truth} to preach good tidings unto the meek; he
hath sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim LIBERTY
{freedom} to the CAPTIVES {of latter day Babylon}, and the
OPENING {resurrection} of the PRISON {of death} to THEM
{overcomers of all generations} that are bound;
Isaiah 61:2 To PROCLAIM {from the scroll of life} the acceptable
year of the LORD {equated with the star/meteor}, and the DAY
{being a particular day which is revealed by the latter day
messenger} of VENGEANCE {that begins from the day the
impacted star opens the super volcano in the USA} of our God {the
rock/super volcano}; to comfort ALL {the believers} that MOURN
{because of rejection during the remaining 1260 days before the
star's impact};
*******
Revelation 2:18 And unto the angel of the church in Thyatira
write; These things saith the Son {being the seventh plagued angel
speaking as Yahshua/Jesus, one of his many sons} of God {seventh
plagued angel}, who hath his EYES {right eye of fiery lava upon
the mouth of the high and lifted-up super volcano represents the
visions of the first witness; the left of fiery lava represents the
visions of the last witness} like unto a flame of FIRE {lava}, and
HIS {seventh plagued angel's} FEET {representing lava that has
flowed down from the high and lifted-up mouth of the super
volcano} are like fine brass {the color of flowing lava throughout
the land is equated with the color of burning copper in a furnace};
In Revelation 2:18 the seventh plagued angel is revealing, near the
end of the judgment, the time when one (Yahshua/Jesus) of his sons
(patriarchs, prophets, and messiahs) spoke to the seven churches of
Asia Minor, according to what is written on the first small part and
last small part of the scroll of life. Accordingly, when each
generation is being replayed (recreated) by the seventh plagued

angel according to the visions and oracles written on each scroll's
first side/first witness, the first witness is the creator (God/father)
(seventh plagued angel) that reveals all the sons (patriarchs,
prophets, and messiahs) of God written on the scrolls. All patriarchs,
prophets, messiahs, apostles, and disciples will be living in the world
from the time the super volcano continually erupts smoke and ash.
From that time, they will learn a new song (message of the
everlasting gospel) to sing to all nations, kindreds, tongues, and
peoples during the time smoke and ash is issuing for five months
from the super volcano. At the time the super volcano erupts magma,
the seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles will contain all the
light (visions) written on seven parts (equated with seven days) of
the scroll of life. These seven parts/days of daylight (seven morning
stars/suns) and seven parts/days of moonlight (seven bright
stars/moons) will all be revealing their messages (songs) from the
first small part (equated with dawn) and last small part (equated with
dusk) of the scroll of life. At that time, all the sons of God will shout
for joy, see Job 38:7.
Job 38:1 Then the LORD {seventh plagued angel representing the first
small part and last small part of the scroll of life} answered Job out
of the WHIRLWIND {huge tornado of fire that will be surrounding
the high and lifted-up lava erupting super volcano}, and said,
Job 38:7 When the MORNING STARS {being dawning suns written
on seven parts/seven days of visions/daylight of the scroll of life's
last side} SANG TOGETHER {hence all written on the last small
part, equated with dusk, of the scroll of life's last side and all written
on the first small part, equated with dusk, of the scroll of life's first
side}, and all the SONS {patriarchs, prophets, and messiahs} of
GOD {seventh plagued angel} shouted for joy?
The vision in Revelation 2:18 will be happening near the end of the

1,100 years of the judgment. At that time, the seventh plagued angel
will reveal from a scroll's first side the events that happened during
the time of the seven churches in Asia minor. The meaning of
Thyatira is reflected in the counsel to Thyatira in Revelation 2:1829.
The visions and oracles of the seventh plagued angel are reigning in
the world from the time the mouth of the super volcano is full of
magma. The seventh plagued angel has two eyes of fiery lava to
reveal that the seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles were
witnessed and written by the first witness that also incorporates what
the last witness had witnessed. From these two fiery eyes radiates
light that stand as two legs, having feet of flowing lava likened to the
color of molten copper when burning in a furnace. These two fiery
eyes represent the two witnesses' written visions on the first small
part and last small part (represented by the seventh plagued angel) of
the scroll of life's first side. The scroll of life's last small part mixes
with the first small part of the scroll of life's last side, just as the last
small part of the scroll of life's last side mixes with the first small
part of the scroll of life's first side. Accordingly, the last small part of
the scroll of life's first side will contain all the visions and oracles
written on the first side and last side of the scroll of life, just as the
last small part of the scroll of life's last side will also contain all the
visions and oracles written on the first side and last side of the scroll
of life. However, the seventh plagued angel is revealing the visions
and oracles on the scroll of life's first side, from which is also
revealed the visions and oracles that are written on the last side of
the scroll of life. Near the end of the judgment, the seventh plagued
angel reveals all things that existed and happened from the time the
super volcano's mouth was erupting magma, the world ending in an
overflowing lake of lava, and what happened during the 1,100 years
of the judgment when the scrolls and last scroll/scroll of life will
have been opened and revealed.

The seventh plagued angel has a garment of intense light that is
equated with the light that radiates from the magma filled mouth of
the super volcano in the fallen USA. As lava flows down from the
high and lifted-up mountain of the super volcano, the seventh
plagued angel's visible fiery feet represent flowing lava beneath the
mountain of the super volcano. The visions and oracles of flowing
lava beneath the mountain of the super volcano are according to
what the two witnesses saw happen. Hence the two fiery feet of the
seventh plagued angel.
*******
Revelation 2:19 I {seventh plagued angel revealing near the end of
the 1,100 years of the judgment what was said by the son of God to
the church of Thyatira around 90 A.D.} know THY {Thyatira's}
works, and charity, and service, and faith, and thy patience, and
thy works; and the last to be more than the first.
Revelation 2:20 Notwithstanding I have a few things against thee,
because thou sufferest that woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a
prophetess, to teach and to seduce my servants to commit
fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols.
Near the end of the judgment, the seventh plagued angel is revealing
that the son of God said that he knows the works that were
performed by the leadership of the church of Thyatira. However,
there were a few things that were keeping the leadership and church
of Thyatira from being saved. One of these things was portrayed
using the past type concerning the character of Jezebel. In the days
of Yahshua and his apostles, spiritual Jezebel represented old
Jerusalem's (Jezebel's) leadership, which attempted to seduce the
converts of Yahshua to commit fornication – i.e. still pay homage to
old Jerusalem’s rituals of performing Moses' laws – thereby eating
things sacrificed unto idols. During the time of the seven churches in
Asia minor, many of Yahshua's/Jesus' converts would attend the

temple in the capital (equated with Jezebel's character) of
Christendom to perform customs and rituals. Accordingly, the former
ways of a nation that were taught to the people living in the nation
would be promoted by the leadership in the ruling capital (referred to
as the spiritual prophetess Jezebel). The leadership in the ruling
capital or city would teach and seduce the servants of Yahshua/Jesus
to keep them from following the new present truth revealed by a
living apostle.
In our day, the characteristics of old Jezebel is found in the
leadership of the USA’s ruling capital. In this last generation, she
(USA’s ruling capital) is the great whore in Revelation 17:5 because
she (her leadership) continually rejects the two witnesses' visions
and oracles concerning her demise by a star impacting her land and
causing a super volcano to erupt smoke and ash for five months, then
swells up and explodes releasing flowing lava throughout the world.
Instead, she promotes her own doctrine (wine) according to her
ideals that she envisions for herself and all nations pertaining to the
world's future. She is the great whore allowing many nations to place
their substance within the wide-open welcoming gates (legs) of her
land (see Revelation 17:2), according to her ideals that she envisions
for the world's future. This great whore (Jezebel) does not believe
the two witnesses' visions and oracles of things they have already
seen happen. Therefore she will not prepare herself and be ready to
forsake her land (that is destined for destruction) before and during
the sign of Jonah. She instead continues fornicating, business as
usual, according to what she believes and promotes for her
kingdom's future.
Revelation 17:5 And upon HER {USA’s ruling capital} FOREHEAD
{being her leadership's way of thinking in her mind/forehead} was a
name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE
MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE
EARTH {land}.

Revelations 17:2 With whom the KINGS {representing leaders of
kingdoms/nations} of the earth have committed FORNICATION {by
placing their substance/merchandise within her wide open
welcoming gates/legs} and the inhabitants of the earth have been
made {figuratively} DRUNK {in their minds} with the WINE {being
her ideals that she envisions for the world's future} of her
FORNICATION {allowing foreign leaders and merchants to
impregnate her land with their substance/goods}.
*******
Revelation 2:21 And I gave HER {the ruling capital of the USA}
SPACE {the space/time covers the period of 1290 days before the
rock's impact} to REPENT {repent and believe the two witnesses'
visions and oracles} of HER {the ruling capital of the USA}
FORNICATION {her fornication of staying steadfast in promoting
capitalism and democracy by continuing to fornicate/business as
usual with her foreign merchants that impregnate/place deep within
her land their substance/goods until the impacted star opens the
super volcano in her land}; and she repented not.
The seventh plagued angel gives latter day spiritual Jezebel
{leadership in the USA's capital) the final space of 1290 days to
repent of her fornicating with the leaders and merchants of nations.
A similar scenario has taken place in every generation during a space
of time. In our day, the final space of time is of 1290 days before the
star impacts the USA. In that time, the latter day messenger will be
revealing what the two witnesses saw and heard as written on six
visions and six thunders of the seventh angel with trumpet. During
this time, latter day Jezebel (leadership in the USA's capital) has
time to repent of her fornication (business as usual) with the
merchants of nations, according to what she envisions for the world's
future.

The seventh plagued angel knows that the great whore (USA's ruling
capital) will not repent. Latter day Jezebel (USA's ruling
capital/leadership) will have been given two spaces of time to repent.
The first half hour space of time refers to latter day Babylon's second
reigning period as the seventh kingdom. During that time, six angels
with trumpets were being revealed. The second half hour space of
time refers to latter day Babylon's third reigning period as the eighth
kingdom. In that time, six lights and six thunders of the seventh
angel with trumpet will be revealed for the remaining 1260 days of
the 2300-day period. This is the space of time that she is given to
repent of her fornication and cease from continuing to follow her
own ideals that she envisions for the world's future. At the end of the
final space of time, a star (meteor) will suddenly impact her land to
bring an end to her one hour reign over the nations (see Revelation
17:12; 18:1).
Revelation 8:1 And when he had opened the {scroll of life's}
seventh seal, there was silence in heaven about the SPACE of HALF
AN HOUR {being the first half hour of the one hour reign of the
latter day Babylon/union of nations agreeing to fulfill the vision the
USA has for the world}.
Revelation 17:12 And the ten horns which thou sawest are TEN
KINGS {being in our day a figurative number that represents the
leaderships of the union of nations}, which have received no
kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings ONE HOUR {the first
half hour of the one hour refers to latter day Babylon's second
reigning period, when in that time six angels' trumpets were
revealed; the second half hour of the one hour refers to latter day
Babylon's third reigning period, when in that time six lights of the
seventh angel with trumpet are being revealed} with the BEAST
{union of nations/kingdom dwelling in figurative Canaan} .
Revelation 18:10 Standing afar off for the fear of HER {USA's

ruling capital's} TORMENT {her torment begins when the impacted
star causes the super volcano to erupt smoke and ash in the USA},
saying, Alas, alas, that great city Babylon {referring in our day to the
USA's ruling capital and her nation}, that mighty city! for in {the
space of} ONE HOUR is thy judgment come.
*******
Revelation 2:22 Behold, I {seventh plagued angel} will cast HER
{latter day Jezebel refers to the USA's ruling capital/leadership in the
last generation} into a BED {bottomless pit full of an overflowing
lake of fire/lava}, and THEM {nations and peoples} that commit
ADULTERY with her into GREAT TRIBULATION {caused by the
lava erupting super volcano's continuing effects on the world},
except they REPENT {during the space of the seven angels with
trumpets} of their DEEDS {of fornicating/business as usual and
worshiping the many idols/ways of life that seduce the people into
worshiping, instead of the leaderships and peoples worshiping the
two witnesses' visions and oracles}.
The two witnesses' visions and oracles prophesy of the destruction of
latter day Babylon's kingdom. However, latter day Jezebel (USA's
ruling capital) and the kings (leaders of nations) will have not
repented of their deeds of fornicating (continuing in regular
business) together. These leaders and nations continue to worship the
many idols in their lands. These idols have seduced the leaders and
peoples to reject the two witnesses' visions and oracles concerning
this world's imminent demise.
Near the end of the judgment, the seventh plagued angel will reveal
a vision showing the time when the scroll of life's review had shown
the USA's capital (the latter day great whore/Jezebel) and nation
(false prophet) ending up consumed by the super volcano's
(bottomless pit's) mouth full of an overflowing lake of fire/lava
running throughout the world.

The nations that accepted the ideals (spiritual wine/mark of the
beast) that latter day Jezebel (USA's leadership in the capital)
envisioned for the world's future will be cast into great tribulation
when lava erupts and continually flows from the super volcano's
mouth in the USA to consume the world.
The leaders (nations) were seduced by the great whore (USA's ruling
capital) because they took the great whore's wine cup into their hand
(mark of the beast) and were made drunk on her wine
(ideals/spiritual wine that she envisions for the world's future),
causing them to fornicate (place their substance/goods) within her
wide open welcoming legs (gates).
Revelation 18:8 Therefore shall HER {USA's ruling capital}
PLAGUES {erupting smoke and ash, darkness, anarchy, famine, and
death} come in ONE DAY {the day when the impacted rock causes
the super volcano to erupt with smoke and ash in the USA}, death,
and mourning, and famine; and SHE {USA's ruling capital/Jezebel
and nation} SHALL {five months later} be utterly burned with FIRE
{flowing lava/fire from a super volcano, part of which lies beneath
Yellowstone National Park}: for strong is the Lord God {seventh
plagued angel revealing what the two witnesses had written} who
judgeth her.
Revelation 19:20 And the BEAST {representing latter day Babylon's
kingdom/union of nations} was taken, and with him the FALSE
PROPHET {in the latter days, the leadership in the USA's nation is
the false prophet that falsely prophesied of peace and safety for the
foreseeable future according to the USA's vision for the world} that
wrought MIRACLES {of the USA's technological and military
firepower from the heavens/skies} before HIM {beast/kingdom of
latter day Babylon/union of nations}, with which he deceived THEM
{nations} that had received the MARK {figurative wine cup full of
democratic and capitalistic ideals that the USA envisions for the

foreseeable future} of the BEAST {being the union of nations
agreeing to unite and enforce the vision of the USA on noncomplying nations during the first half hour reign of the beast/union
of nations in figurative Canaan}, and them that worshipped HIS
{seven-headed ten-horned beast's/union of nations} IMAGE {the
image represents the same union of nations/beast in figurative
Canaan agreeing to again unite to enforce the USA's vision for the
world on non-complying nations during the second half hour/1290
day-reign}. THESE BOTH {false prophet/USA and its kingdom of
latter day Babylon} were cast ALIVE {hence the USA and its
kingdom will have not been totally destroyed when cast into the
fiery pit} into a lake of FIRE {fire/lava flowing from the super
volcano in the fallen USA} burning with brimstone.
Revelation 19:21 And the REMNANT {what is still remaining within
and around the fallen USA} were slain with the SWORD {slain
according to the two edge sword/two witnesses' written visions and
oracles} of HIM {seventh plagued angel equated with the impacted
star} that sat upon the {white} HORSE {glowing wind}, which
SWORD proceeded out of HIS {seventh plagued angel's} MOUTH
{the intense heat emanating from the lava erupting immense mouth
of the super volcano causes great hailstones to rain upon the land}:
and all the FOWLS {great hailstones} were filled with their FLESH
{referring to buildings and infrastructure}.
*******
Revelation 2:23 And I {seventh plagued angel} will kill HER
{USA's ruling capital} CHILDREN {spiritual females/cities and
spiritual males/states} with DEATH {caused by the lava erupting
super volcano}; and all the churches shall know that I am he
which searcheth the reins and hearts: and I will give unto every
one of you according to your works {the works of non-believing or
believing present new truth revealed by a living messenger}.

The great whore’s (USA’s ruling capital) figurative children
(sons/states and daughters/cities) will be killed just as the two
witnesses' saw, heard, and was written on the seventh plagued angel
the way the nation and cities were killed. The two witnesses
(Michael and Gabriel) will have witnessed the role each nation and
person chose to play in every generation of this world. If these
nations accept the mark of the beast when they resurrect in the last
generation, they will be killed with death by flowing lava. During
the end part of the judgment, the two witnesses' written visions and
oracles on the seventh plagued angel will reveal the motives (reigns)
that directed a person to play the role which they chose to fulfill in
this world, according to his or her heart. At that time, every person’s
works will be clearly revealed. All who rejected a living messenger's
message and also failed to accept the everlasting gospel will end up
dead in the lake of fire. When the seventh plagued angel reveals near
the end of the judgment the time of the lake of fire, the rebellious
will again be killed but by the second death, which is an exact replay
of the first death. Accordingly, the seventh plagued angel will reveal
a vision that shows the time earlier in the judgment when the
opening of the scroll of life had shown the USA's ruling capital
(Jezebel) and her states (spiritual sons) and cities (spiritual
daughters) being killed with the death of a spreading lake of fire
from the mouth of the super volcano.
Prior to the star's impact, the people who heed to the latter day
messenger's message of the seven angels with trumpets will play
their part as an overcomer of his or her old ways and beliefs. These
wise individuals will play their role in the scroll of life as someone
who believed this new present truth message before the star's impact
opened the super volcano in the USA. Accordingly, they will have
escaped the impacted star’s plagues, received the Holy Spirit’s
power, helped gather the great multitude during a terrible time of
trouble taking place in the fallen USA, and will have entered the

fiery ensign of new Jerusalem to play a prominent part in the
judgment while living forever in the new Earth, according to the
works of overcoming their old beliefs which they chose to fulfill, as
written in the scroll of life.
*******
Revelation 2:24 But unto YOU {leadership of Thyatira} I {seventh
plagued angel speaking as Yahshua/Jesus} say, and unto the REST
{church members} in Thyatira, as many as have not THIS
DOCTRINE {spiritual wine/doctrine of Jezebel who teaches and
seduces the servants of present truth to commit fornication with old
beliefs, and to eat/partake of things/beliefs sacrificed/customs unto
idols of old prophets, messiah's, and former apostles}, and which
have not known the DEPTHS {partaking of dated rituals} of
SATAN {being the adversary/Satan and false prophet/nation/spiritual
husband of Jezebel/false prophetess}, as they speak; I will put upon
you none other burden {except the original burden where the
leadership of the church of Thyatira needs to repent from allowing
Jezebel to teach and seduce the servants of present truth}.
*******
Revelation 2:25 But that which YE {faithful members of the church
of Thyatira} HAVE ALREADY {the then present truth} hold fast
till I {seventh plagued angel speaking as Yahshua/Jesus} COME
{arrives as a star/meteor that impacts the USA and opens the super
volcano's mouth} .
The counsel spoken by the seventh plagued angel with the voice of
Yahshua/Jesus to the leadership of the church of Thyatira is for
anyone that has an ear to hear. The counsel revealed that when a
person believes present new truth, he or she needs to hold fast and
not be seduced by other visions of the world's future promoted by
the ruling capital (Jezebel) and nation (adversary/Satan). Thereby
committing fornication by mixing the present new truth with the

visions promoted by Jezebel (leadership in the ruling capital) and her
husband (nation's leadership).
Every righteous person in every generation will have remained
faithful to present new truth till death. The new truth will have been
revealed by a living messenger and his apostles from the seven
angels' trumpets of the scroll that recorded the things happening in
their generation. In the last generation, after the seventh angel with
trumpet has finished revealing its six of seven lights and oracles, the
star will impact the USA opening the super volcano. At that time, the
righteous people that died in all generations will have waited for the
arrival of the impacted star to open the bottomless pit (super
volcano) in the USA. From the day the super volcano continually
erupts with smoke and ash marks the day of the resurrection for all
the dead. The righteous people rise to life to join the latter day
righteous living people. All these righteous people will then
proclaim the everlasting gospel to all nations, peoples, and tongues
during the time when smoke and ash are issuing from the super
volcano in the USA. The things that exist and happening during the
time when smoke and ash are issuing from the super volcano's
mouth will be written on six plagued angels. When the super
volcano's mouth erupts with magma, then the two witnesses will
write on the seventh plagued angel all the things that exist and are
happening from that time through to the end of the judgment. All the
righteous people that lived in the time of the seven churches of Asia
Minor will have held fast to their present new truth of salvation to
the day Yahshua/Jesus comes as a star/meteor to impact the land and
open the super volcano.
*******
Revelation 2:26 And he that OVERCOMETH {overcomes their old
beliefs by believing present new truth}, and keepeth MY
{Yahsua's/Jesus'} WORKS {as written in the Book of Revelation}

unto the END, to him will I GIVE POWER {to reign} over the
{latter day} NATIONS {the impacted star's effects from an opened
super volcano will be equated with the overcomers}:
The two witnesses wrote what they saw existing and happening in
each generation in a scroll. During the judgment, all the scrolls and
last scroll/scroll of life will be opened and revealed. When each
scroll is opened to reveal its visions and oracles, a generation is
replayed exactly how it existed with all the things that happened.
Everything that happens during the judgment and the opening of
each scroll is recorded on the seventh plagued angel. This means
when the scroll of life's last small part (referred to as the seventh
plagued angel) is being reviewed, this last small part will reveal the
time of earlier in the judgment when all the scrolls were opened.
This review will also be recorded on the last small part of the scroll
of life. This written record of the review's review is also recorded
and reviewed. Also this review is recorded and reviewed and so on.
Hence the reason the seventh plagued angel (representing the last
small part of the scroll of life's first side) is referred to as the God
that lives forever.
In the first three chapters of the Book of Revelation, the seventh
plagued angel is revealing to the Apostle John what the two
witnesses had written of things that existed and happened around 90
A.D. concerning the seven churches in Asia minor. The seventh
plagued angel also reveals in the words of each chapter in the Book
of Revelation events that are written on other scrolls and last
scroll/scroll of life. Hence verses in the same chapter in the Book of
Revelation may contain references to names, places, and events that
existed and happened in the past but refer to different people, places,
and events that are prophesied in the Bible to take place in the latter
days.
In Revelation 2:26, the seventh plagued angel reveals the two

witnesses' counsel written on the last small part of the scroll of life.
The seventh plagued angel said that a person overcomes their old
beliefs by believing new present truth of a living messenger without
mixing it with their former beliefs. The works of the two witnesses
pertains to their message proclaimed by a living messenger and his
apostles, as written on each scroll that recorded the things that
existed and happened in the living messenger's generation. When a
person keeps the works of present new truth until the end, these
righteous people will have power over the nations of latter day
Babylon's fallen kingdom from the time the impacted star opens the
super volcano. Smoke and ash and then flowing lava with great
hailstones raining down upon the land are all equated with the
redeemed.
*******
Revelation 2:27 And HE {the overcomer of his/her former beliefs}
shall rule THEM {nations} with a ROD OF IRON {representing the
two witnesses' written visions and oracles revealing the destruction
of latter day Babylon's kingdom}; as the vessels of a potter shall
they be broken to shivers: even as I {Yahshua/Jesus equated with
Solomon/offspring} received of my FATHER {being the seventh
plagued angel when revealing the first witness that is equated with
King David the father/root}.
The righteous people of all generations, that overcame their old
beliefs by believing present new truth, will be equated with the
impacted star's ensuing effects issuing from an opened super
volcano. The effects of the opened super volcano will be warring
with the kingdom of latter day Babylon. These effects are likened to
a rod of iron, which belongs to the first witness. The reason is that
the scroll of life's first side is being revealed in the Book of
Revelation.
When the last small part (represented by the seventh plagued angel)

of the scroll of life's first side and last side were revealed near the
end of the judgment, the last small part of the scroll of life's first side
mixed with the first small part of the scroll of life's last side, just as
at dawn the ending of the previous evening mixes with the beginning
of dawning daylight. At the same time, the last small part of the
scroll's last side mixed with the first small part of the scroll of life's
first side. On each scroll's first side, Michael wrote of the things that
existed and were happening in the evening. On each scroll's last side,
Gabriel wrote of things that existed and were happening during
daylight. However, the seventh plagued angel (representing the first
small part and last small part of the scroll of life's first side) will
have all the visions and oracles written by Michael and Gabriel.
*******
Revelation 2:28 And I {seventh plagued angel speaking as the last
witness} will give HIM {the person who overcomes their old
beliefs} the MORNING STAR {spiritual morning sun’s light/visions
revealed by the last witness' living messenger}.
A person who overcomes their old beliefs will have been given the
light/visions of the spiritual morning star (equated with a bright
morning sun/star). The morning star's/sun's light is equated with the
visions of the last witness (Gabriel). In our day, this morning star
refers to Gabriel's written visions written on seven parts of the scroll
of life's last side and on the seventh plagued angel. Seven parts of
the scroll of life's first side are equated with seven evenings where
the evening star (equated with a bright star/moon) illuminates the
darkness with its light. The evening star's light represents the first
witness' visions and oracles. Written on the seventh plagued angel
is an evening star's (spiritual moon's) light (visions) and a morning
star's (spiritual sun's) light (visions) dwelling together at dawn and
dusk. The morning star is the Sun of Righteousness mentioned in
Malachi 4:2. When the latter day living messenger began to

understand the message beneath the first seal of the rolled-up scroll
of life's first side, the light of the Sun of Righteousness began to
dawn as morning light into the first day's evening sky (see Ezekiel
7:10).
Malachi 4:2 But unto you that fear MY NAME {seventh plagued
angel} shall the SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS {being the dawning
light/visions of the latter day living messenger's message} arise with
HEALING {being healed from believing in a dated/old belief} in his
WINGS {of spiritual light/visions that fly/move across the sky like
the sun}; and ye shall go forth, and GROW up {as the light
progresses} as calves of the stall.
Ezekiel 7:10 Behold the day, behold, it is come: the MORNING
{dawning visions/light of the Sun of Righteousness/last witness’
written visions revealed by the latter day messenger from beneath
the seventh seal of the scroll of life's first side} is GONE FORTH
{being revealed to the nations of Christendom}; the ROD
{representing the message/rod which the latter day messenger has
received pertaining to the seven seals of the scroll of life} hath
blossomed, PRIDE HATH BUDDED {in the other rods/false
messengers of Christendom}.
The seventh plagued angel had sealed/hid the scroll of life's written
prophecies in mysterious symbolic language (see Daniel 12:4, 9).
Therefore, only the living anointed who manifests in the time of the
end (last generation) can understand (see Revelation 13:18), reveal,
and prophesy of the mysteriously written visions and oracles
pertaining to the end of latter day Babylon's reign. The prophets of
old wrote these predictions as the seventh plagued angel
(representing what Michael and Gabriel wrote on the scroll of life's
first small part and last small part) spoke to them with the phrase
“Thus saith the Lord” (see Revelation 10:7).
Daniel 12:4 But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and SEAL THE

BOOK {the meanings of the written prophecies in Daniel's
book/scroll could not be understood just by reading Daniel's scroll},
even to the TIME OF THE END {when in the time of the end the
latter day messenger reveals the prophecies written in the Bible}:
many shall RUN TO AND FRO {to proclaim the latter day
messenger's message during the remaining 1260 days before the rock
impacts the USA}, and KNOWLEDGE {of Daniel’s book} shall be
INCREASED {in the time of the end}.
Daniel 12:9 And HE {Gabriel} said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the
words are closed up and sealed till the TIME OF THE END {when
the latter day messenger reveals from the Bible the prophecies
written in Daniel’s sealed book}.
Revelation 13:18 Here is wisdom. Let HIM {the true latter day living
messenger} that HATH UNDERSTANDING {only the true
messenger has the wisdom to understand} COUNT the NUMBER
{count how many number sixes there are} of the BEAST {latter day
Babylonian kingdom}: for IT {NUMBER SIX} is the number of a
MAN {this figurative man represents the false prophet/USA's
leadership}; and HIS {the beast and the false prophet's} number is
Six hundred threescore and six {number 6, number 6, number 6.
After counting how many number sixes are written in this verse, the
answer is three numbers are counted. The reason is the three
numbers {6,6,6} pertain to the latter day kingdom that has a name
called Babylon, being the same number six kingdom that reigns
three separate times. The latter day Babylonian kingdom/beast first
reigns as the number 6 kingdom; thereafter the same number 6
kingdom reigns as the seventh kingdom, and thereafter the same
number 6 kingdom reigns as the eighth kingdom of Revelation
17:10,11. Accordingly, it is the same kingdom that reigns three
separate times as the sixth kingdom, sixth kingdom, and again as the
sixth kingdom. Hence the reason latter day Babylon's number is 6,
written three times as 6,6,6}.

*******
Revelation 2:29 He {any person} that hath an ear, let him hear what
the SPIRIT {mind of the seventh plagued angel that reveals the two
witnesses' visions and oracles} SAITH {around 90 A.D.} unto the
churches {in Asia minor}.
Prior to the star impacting the USA and opening the super volcano,
anyone who has an ear can read and hear the seventh plagued angel's
counsels. These written counsels are of the mind of the seventh
plagued angel, that reiterates what Yahshua/Jesus had counseled to
the seven churches of Asia Minor. These counsels reveal how a
person is lost, even though a person sincerely believes with all of his
or her heart that he or she is saved by the ministry and sacrifice of
Yahshua/Jesus. The ministry, promises, and sacrifice of
Yahshua/Jesus pertain only to the people of the world that were
living in the apostles' generation. All the statements made in the
gospels by Yahshua/Jesus and the statements made in letters written
by apostles and disciples of Yahshua apply only to the living people
of that time that heard or read the statements.

